
COMMUNIST CHINA 
AND U m S m  POLICIES 

Are the foreign policies of Communist China those of com- 
munism or of China? There are people who have asserted 
over the years that posed in this blunt fashion the question 
is academic, i.e., unprofitable. The national interests of China, 
they argue, converge nicely with the policies dictated by 
Marxism-Leninism, For all but some hardy true believers 
this case has become increasingly hard to sustain. Never- 
theless, some relics of the earlier conviction, and the argu- 
menti that flowed from it, are apparent in current discussions 
about China, its relation to countries on the subcontinent of 
Southeast Asia, and to United States-China relations. 

President Nixon has moved slowly into his new position 
of leadership, but the time of decision-making, as everyone 
observes, cannot long be postponed. The relation between 
China and the United States may not press with the urgency 
of ’other questions, but it is no less important for all that. 
If our politico-military plans must be projected well into the 
future in order to make sensible decisions now, the China 
policies of the United States are of a high priority. 

In an issue devoted to China “After the Cultural Revolu- 
tion,” the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists explores many of 
the areas that must be publicly discussed before there can 
be enlightened understanding and support of any foreign 
policy. These areas include China’s internal political struggle; 
its economy; its foreign policies, actual and declared; its 
science and technology. Not a small order. And, if we are to 
take the task seriously, it is one which must be carried on 
by those who have the time, competence, and ability to in- 
vestigate these aspects of China’s life. The experts, in short, 
on whom most of 11s must rely for information and, neces- 
sarily, attitudes. But our dependence is not total. 

In his introduction to this issue, Dick Wilson, the special 
editor, recalled the jud,gnent of a seasoned Western diplomat 
that the recent “cultural revolution” of China was more sig- 
nificant than Mao Tse-tung’s first revolution. In 1949 Mao 
“liberated” China from Chiang Kai-shek, but in 1966 he 
initiated the revolution which liberated it from the Com- 
munist party he had helped found. Whether we accept this 
statement or not, or accept it as an exaggeration of the truth, 
few will deny that the China of today is not the China that 
was predicted by many U.S. analysts, statesmen and political 
leaders twenty years ago. And yet hlr. Wilson is perfectly 
correct when he continues: 

“It should not have surprised us that in the end the Com- 
munist Party, the iconoclasts and reformers of the 1940s, 
should have gradually become the privileged elite - bureau- 
cratic and out of touch with the common man - of the 
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1960’s. I t  should not have surprised us that twenty 
years of Communist rule should have left so many 
large pockets of frustration, envy, and discontent 
where a political leader could find effective allies 
against the Party machine. It should not have 
surprised us that the definite, if modest, measure 
of improvement in Chinese life since 1949 should 
have created an appetite for individualism and 
independence rather than more hunger for self- 
abasement and sacrifice. I t  should not have sur- 
prised LIS that the recovery of self-confidence and 
stability among one in four of the human race 
should have strengthened the instinct for auton- 
omy at  every level - household, family, village, 
’county, province, and region - and rendered 
China progressively more difficult to rule from 
one single desk in Peking.” 

Rut most of us, it must be admitted, were sur- 
prised. Just as many people were surprised by 
the Hungarian revolution of 1956 and were forced 
to rethink their ideas about the individual and 
society under totalitarian rule. Those few who 
are not caught short by these and similar events 
in contemporary political life are those who have 
sound insights into the person and the political 
communities of which he is a part. These people 
- some of whom could be listed and who are 
still lively commentators on political affairs - 
are not necessarily experts. But they have a better 
grasp than many experts of both the limitations 
and the potentialities of man in political affairs. 
To continue Mr. Wilson’s immediate conclusion: 

“The first point, therefore, from which to start 
an appraisal of where China stands today after 
all this turmoil is a recognition that, contrary to 
the propaganda of the Communists, ironically 
parrotted by some of their most hostile critics in 
the West, China has not fundamentally changed 
over the past twenty years. She has recovered a 
great deal of poise, self-respect, and adequacy of 
living standards, but these by themselves would 
tend merely to reinforce the pre-existing social 
fabric.” 

Twenty years takes us back almost to Dean 
Achcson’s well-known speech to the National 
Press Club in Washington. Addressing that group 
in January, 1950, the then Secretary of State out- 
lined the military policy of the U.S. toward Asia 
and indicated the political policy from which it 
derived. The military policy was based on main- 
taining strength on the chain of islands running 
from Japan to the Philippines; our present policy, 
which has led us to place many troops on the 
Asian mainland, flows from a quite different con- 
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cept of how U.S. strength should be employed 
and what a U.S. presence should accomplish. 

And this returns us to our original question: 
Is Communist China following a policy that is 
dictated by national interests or by communism? 
For the evidence mounts that they can severely 
diverge. And let us add several more questions. 
Are the intentions of China best judged by her 
aggressive proclamations or by her more tem- 
perate actions? Should the U.S. adopt an aggres- 
sive or a conciliatory policy - or continue on its 
present uncertain way? Should we take seriously 
the advice to build a thin A.B.M. defense against 
China’s potential ICBM’s? Should we - follow- 
ing, for example, Italy and Canada - establish 
diplomatic relations with China? Because of the 
domestic policies of the United States, some of 
these questions could be reopened, re-examined 
and more readily resolved by the Nixon Admin- 
istration than by any Democratic administration. 
We will have some few years’ breathing space 
before they become urgent. J. F. 

AFTER THE WAR 
The peace talks proceed apace but the war con- 
tinues and the casualties mount. Nevertheless 
many people anticipate the end and pIan accord- 
ingly. Clergy and Laymen Concerned About 
Vietnam, for example, has initiated a campaign 
for the amnesty of US.  army deserters. “They, 

.with their buddies in the field, have carried our 
guilt long enough.” And the aerospace industries 
anticipate a postwar growth. “Our future plan- 
ning is based on visible contracts. One must be- 
lieve in the long-term threat.” 

With this issue we welcome another regular 
columnist to the pages of workluiew. Donald 
Brandon is Chairman of the Department of 
Political Science at the University of San 
Francisco. He has written and lectured 
widely on political theory and American 
foreign policy, Dr. Brandon is the author of 
American Foreign Policy: Beyond Utopian- 
ism and Realism. 


